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Abstract

Coherent configurationsare combinatorial objects invented for the pur-
pose of studying finite permutation groups; every permutation group which
is not doubly transitive preserves a non-trivial coherent configuration. How-
ever, symmetric coherent configurations have a much longer history, having
been used in statistics under the name ofassociation schemes.

The relationship between permutation groups and association schemes
is quite subtle; there are groups which preserve no non-trivial association
scheme, and other groups for which there is not a unique minimal associa-
tion scheme.

This paper gives a brief outline of the theory of coherent configurations
and association schemes, and reports on some recent work on the connection
between association schemes and permutation groups.

1 Coherent configurations

This section contains the definitions of coherent configurations and of various
specialisations (including association schemes), and their connection with finite
permutation groups. It is by no means a complete survey of this topic, but it
includes some historical remarks.
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1.1 Definitions

Let Ω be a finite set. Acoherent configurationon Ω is a setP = {R1, . . . ,Rs} of
binary relations onΩ (subsets ofΩ2) satisfying the following four conditions:

(a) P is a partition ofΩ2;

(b) there is a subsetP0 of P which is a partition of the diagonal∆ = {(α,α) : α∈
Ω};

(c) for every relationRi ∈ P , its converse R>i = {(β,α) : (α,β) ∈Ri} is in P ; say
R>i = Ri∗.

(d) there exist integerspk
i j , for 1≤ i, j,k≤ s, such that,for any(α,β) ∈ Rk, the

number of pointsγ ∈ Ω such that(α,γ) ∈ Ri and(γ,β) ∈ Rj is equal topk
i j

(and, in particular, is independent of the choice of(α,β) ∈ Rk).

The numberspk
i j are called theintersection numbersof the coherent config-

urationP . (They are so-called becausepk
i j is the cardinality of the intersection

Ri(α)∩R>j (β) for (α,β) ∈ Rk, whereR(α) = {β ∈Ω : (α,β) ∈ R}.)
We can represent a binary relationR on Ω by its basis matrix A(R), whose

rows and columns are indexed byΩ, and whose(α,β) entry is 1 if (α,β) ∈ R,
0 otherwise. Using these matrices, and lettingI andJ be the identity and all-1
matrices, the axioms take the following form:

(a)
s

∑
i=1

A(Ri) = J.

(b)
t

∑
i=1

A(Ri) = I , where{R1, . . . ,Rt} is the subset referred to in (b) above.

(c) For eachi, there existsi∗ such thatA(Ri)> = A(Ri∗).

(d) For each pairi, j, we have

A(Ri)A(Rj) =
s

∑
k=1

pk
i j A(Rk). (1)

It follows from (b) and (d) that the span of{A(R1), . . . ,A(Rs)} (over the complex
numbers) is an algebra, and from (c) that this algebra is semisimple (and so is
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isomorphic to a direct sum of matrix algebras overC). This algebra is called the
basis algebraof the configuration. We denote the basis algebra ofP by BA(P ).
Note that BA(P ) consists of all the functions fromΩ2 toC which are constant on
the parts ofP .

Moreover, ifPj is thes×smatrix with(i,k) entrypk
i j , then the mapA(Rj) 7→Pj

for j = 1, . . . ,sextends linearly to an algebra isomorphism. (Indeed, Equation (1)
shows that this map is the regular representation of BA(P ), written with respect
to the basis matrices.) Thus the matricesP1, . . . ,Ps also span an algebra, called the
intersection algebraof P .

The irreducible modules for the intersection algebra, and their multiplicities
in the moduleCΩ, can be calculated from the intersection numbers. The multi-
plicities must of course be non-negative integers. This is one of the most powerful
methods for showing nonexistence of coherent configurations with given intersec-
tion numbers. See Higman [16] for an early application to permutation groups.

Many familiar algebraic and combinatorial objects are coherent configura-
tions. These include strongly regular and distance-regular graphs, symmetric
and quasi-symmetric designs, partial geometries, generalised polygons, difference
sets, and Schur rings. Moreover, as Delsarte [9] showed, the study of special sub-
sets of coherent configurations provides a common context for much of design
theory and coding theory. Delsarte also introduced new methods (such as linear
programming) in this general context and applied them to both codes and designs.

Two extreme examples of coherent configurations will be important to us:

• The trivial configurationon Ω consists of the two relationsE andΩ2 \E,
whereE = {(α,α) : α ∈Ω} is the diagonal (the relation of equality).

• Thediscrete configurationon Ω is the partition ofΩ2 into singleton sets.

1.2 Permutation groups

If G is any permutation group onΩ, then the partition ofΩ2 into orbits ofG is a
coherent configuration, which we denote byK (G). We refer to this as thegroup
case; a coherent configuration of the formK (G) is calledSchurian. The trivial
and discrete c.c.s are Schurian, corresponding to the symmetric group and the
identity group respectively. Indeed, D. G. Higman [16, 17] introduced coherent
configurations in order to study permutation groups, as the title of his early lecture
notes [18] suggests.

An automorphismof a partitionP of Ω2 is a permutation ofΩ which fixes
every set inP ; a weak automorphismis a permutation which maps each member
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of P to a member ofP . The automorphisms ofP form a group, theautomorphism
group of P , denoted by Aut(P ). We will be concerned almost exclusively with
automorphisms (which are sometimes calledstrict automorphisms); but we note
the following fact. (The order relation on partitions is the usual one, which will
be discussed further in the next section.)

Proposition 1.1 Let G be a group of weak automorphisms of the coherent con-
figuration P on Ω. Let P G be the partition ofΩ whose parts are the unions of
the G-orbits on the parts ofP . ThenP G is a coherent configuration; it is the
unique finest coherent configuration coarser thanP which admits G as a group of
automorphisms.

We note also thatG is a group of automorphisms of the coherent configu-
ration K (G); that is, G ≤ Aut(K (G)). The groupG is said to be 2-closed if
Aut(K (G)) = G: that is, any permutation ofΩ which fixes everyG-orbit on pairs
belongs toG. There is thus a bijection between Schurian coherent configurations
and 2-closed permutation groups onΩ.

1.3 Some special coherent configurations

Let P be a coherent configuration onΩ. The setsF such that{(α,α) : α ∈ F}
belong toP are called thefibresof P ; they form a partition ofΩ. We say thatP
is homogeneousif there is only one fibre. IfP = K (G), the fibres ofP are the
orbits ofG on Ω; soK (G) is homogeneous if and only ifG is transitive.

Table1 gives the numbers of homogeneous coherent configurations on small
numbersn of points (n≤ 30,n 6= 29). These configurations have been computed
by A. Hanaki and I. Miyamoto [15], and are available from Hanaki’s Web page
(which gives the configurations explicitly). The numbers up to 23 are cited by
Bannai [5, p. 48]. By checking which of the configurations are Schurian, we ob-
tain the numbers in the third column of the table. These numbers can also be
calculated in another way. Alexander Hulpke [8, 20, 21] has computed the tran-
sitive permutation groups of degree at most 29. Those of degree at most 23 are
included inGAP [13]; I am grateful to Alexander for providing me with data on
larger degrees. We can check which of these are 2-closed, either by using a built-
in GAP function, or more efficiently usingnauty [28], which is interfaced with
GAP using the share packageGRAPE[32]. Reassuringly, all methods give the
same answer! The values forn = 29 follow from another result of Hanaki and
Miyamoto (personal communication) that any non-Schurian homogeneous coher-
ent configuration on 29 points is a complementary pair of strongly regular graphs,
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together with the result of Spence [33] that there are 41 strongly regular graphs
on 29 points, of which only one is self-complementary. The last two columns of
the table will be described later in this section.

The table shows that, on small numbers of points, most homogeneous coherent
configurations arise from groups. (Indeed, the smallest non-Schurian example has
15 points; it is a “strongly regular tournament”, whose automorphism group has
order 21 and has three orbits on points.) This pattern is unlikely to hold in general;
it is plausible that the proportion which are Schurian tends to zero as the number
of points increases. Pyber [30] gives some results on the number of subgroups of
Sn; it is likely that only a small proportion of these are 2-closed. However, only in
special cases such as particular strongly regular graphs do good estimates for the
numbers of coherent configurations exist.

The combinatorial explosion is not revealed by the data in Table1, although
it probably begins shortly after this point. For example, forn = 36, McKay and
Spence [29] have shown that there are 32 548 strongly regular graphs with param-
eters(36,15,6,6) (these are particular homogeneous coherent configurations), of
which only one is Schurian!

A homogeneous c.c. is calledthin if all basis matrices have row and column
sums 1. A thin homogeneous c.c. is Schurian, and arises from a regular permuta-
tion group. For this reason, homogeneous c.c.s are sometimes calledgeneralized
groups[36].

A coherent configuration is calledsymmetricif all the relations are symmetric.
A symmetric c.c. is homogeneous. (For, given any relationR in a c.c. with fibres
F1, . . . ,Ft , there are indicesi, j such thatR⊆ Fi ×Fj .) If P = K (G), thenP is
symmetric if and only ifG is generously transitive, that is, any two points ofΩ
are interchanged by some element ofG.

Let P be a c.c. onΩ. The symmetrisationP sym of P is the partition ofΩ2

whose parts are all unions of the parts ofP and their converses. It may or may not
be a c.c.; if it is, we say thatP is stratifiable. The name, arising in statistics [2],
will be explained later. It can be shown that, ifP = K (G), thenP is stratifiable
if and only if the permutation representation ofG is real-multiplicity-free, that is,
if it is decomposed into irreducibles overR, they are pairwise non-isomorphic.
(Equivalently, the complex irreducibles have multiplicity at most one except for
those of quaternionic type, that is, Frobenius–Schur index−1, which may have
multiplicity 2.)

Finally, a coherent configuration is calledcommutativeif its basis matrices
commute with one another. It can be shown that, ifP = K (G), thenP is commu-
tative if and only if the permutation representation is(complex)-multiplicity-free.
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Number of Homogeneous 2-closed Association 2-closed, gen.
points c.c.s trans. groups schemes trans. groups

1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 1
3 2 2 1 1
4 4 4 3 3
5 3 3 2 2
6 8 8 4 4
7 4 4 2 2
8 21 21 10 10
9 12 12 6 6

10 13 13 8 8
11 4 4 2 2
12 59 59 21 21
13 6 6 4 4
14 16 16 8 8
15 25 24 10 10
16 222 206 63 56
17 5 5 4 4
18 95 93 32 32
19 7 6 3 3
20 95 95 41 41
21 32 32 11 11
22 16 16 8 8
23 22 4 2 2
24 750 669 157 136
25 45 32 33 20
26 34 24 24 14
27 502 122 39 38
28 185 124 106 47
29 26 6 24 4
30 243 228 79 73

Table 1: Homogeneous c.c.s and 2-closed groups
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Thus, the following implications hold:

Proposition 1.2 A symmetric c.c. is commutative; a commutative c.c. is stratifi-
able; and a stratifiable c.c. is homogeneous.

None of these implications reverses.
We note also that, ifP = K (G), thenP is trivial if and only if G is doubly

transitive.

1.4 History and terminology

A symmetric coherent configuration is usually known as anassociation scheme.
Association schemes were first used in the context of experimental design in statis-
tics, by R. C. Bose and his school, as “carriers” of partially balanced designs [7].
The basis algebra of an association scheme, and the isomorphism to the intersec-
tion algebra, were constructed by Bose and Mesner [6], and for this reason the
basis algebra is often called theBose–Mesner algebraof the association scheme.

There are several reasons why only symmetric c.c.s are used. First, the rela-
tions which arise in practice in treatment and plot structures and the covariance
matrices that arise are almost always symmetric. Indeed, these relations are of-
ten defined by concurrences in blocks. Secondly, statistical data consists of real
numbers, and a large part of the work consists in computing orthogonal decom-
positions of real vector spaces; association schemes are a valuable tool for this
purpose. In an association scheme, the basis matrices are commuting symmetric
real matrices, and so the vector spaceRΩ has an orthogonal decomposition into
common eigenspaces of these matrices. These eigenspaces are calledstrata. (This
is the origin of the term “stratifiable”.) Further, the Moore–Penrose inverse of any
matrix in BA(P ) is also in BA(P ).

General coherent configurations were defined at about the same time by Hig-
man [17] and by Weisfeiler and Leman [34]; the latter used the termcellular
algebra for the algebra generated by the basis matrices. Subsequently, Delsarte
in his thesis [9] showed the importance of association schemes in coding theory.
Though his discussion applies to any commutative c.c. (and he extended the us-
age of the term “association scheme” to this class), his important examples are all
symmetric. Bannai [5], in a recent survey, uses the term “non-commutative asso-
ciation scheme” for a homogeneous coherent configuration. More recently, there
have been signs that the term “association scheme” or “scheme” is being applied
to any coherent configuration (see [11], for example).
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I propose that this term should be restricted to its original meaning of “sym-
metric coherent configuration”. This proposal is motivated in part by the large
numbers of papers on association schemes in the statistical literature (see the ref-
erences in [4]). I have adopted my proposal in this paper.

Symmetric matrices are so pervasive in statistics that, in the study of estima-
tion of variance components, the fourth condition in the definition of a coherent
configuration (closure under multiplication) is sacrificed; instead, closure under
the Jordan product A◦B = 1

2(AB+ BA) is required. (This product is commuta-
tive and preserves symmetry of matrices.) Then Wedderburn’s theorem on simple
associative algebras must be replaced by some form of the Jordan–von Neumann–
Wigner theorem on simple Jordan algebras. See Jacobson [23] for the theory of
Jordan algebras, and Malley [27] for the statistical applications.

It is worth recording here a question to which I don’t know the answer. Define
a Jordan schemeto be a partitionP of Ω2 with the properties that the diagonal is
a single part, every part is symmetric, and there are numbersqk

i j such that

A(Ri)A(Rj)+A(Rj)A(Ri) =
s

∑
k=1

qk
i j A(Rk). (2)

The span of the symmetric matricesA(Ri) over the real numbers is thus a Jordan
algebra, and contains the Moore–Penrose inverse of each of its elements.

Clearly, the partitionQ symobtained by symmetrising a homogeneous coherent
configuration is a Jordan scheme.Are there any others?

The fourth column in Table1 gives the number of association schemes onn
points for n ≤ 30. This number is obtained from the information provided by
Hanaki and Miyamoto [15], simply by checking which of the configurations are
symmetric. (As noted earlier, in the casen = 29, the classification of strongly
regular graphs by Spence [33] is also used.) The fifth column lists the number of
generously transitive groups of degreen which are 2-closed, or equivalently the
number of Schurian association schemes. The smallest number of points in a non-
Schurian association scheme is 16; an example of such a scheme is the Shrikhande
strongly regular graph [31].

Note also that the term “cellular algebra” has been used with an entirely dif-
ferent meaning by Graham and Lehrer [14] and in a number of subsequent papers.
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2 The partial order

The set of partitions ofΩ×Ω forms a lattice, under the ordering given byP �Q if
P refinesQ (that is, everyP -class is contained in aQ -class). We use the symbol
∨ to denote the join in this lattice. Thus,(α1,α2) and (β1,β2) lie in the same
P ∨Q -class if it is possible to move from(α1,α2) to (β1,β2) by a sequence of
moves each within either aP -class or aQ -class.

The following result is due to Higman [19]; the short proof here is due to
Bailey [3].

Theorem 2.1 The join (in the partition lattice) of two c.c.s is a c.c. The same
holds for homogeneous, stratifiable, commutative, or symmetric c.c.s.

Proof A function is constant on the classes ofP ∨Q if and only if it is constant
on both theP -classes and theQ -classes. So BA(P ∨Q ) = BA(P )∩BA(Q ).

From this, we deduce the following result.

Theorem 2.2 The coherent configurations onΩ form a lattice.

Proof We must show that any two coherent configurations have a greatest lower
bound. But the g.l.b. ofP andQ is the join of all the coherent configurations
lying below bothP andQ ; and this set is non-empty, since it contains at least the
discrete c.c. (Note that the meet of two coherent configurations is not the same as
their meet as partitions!)

This argument fails for any of the other classes of coherent configurations,
since there may be no c.c. in the appropriate class below any givenP andQ . We
will see examples for association schemes later.

Theorem2.1also has the following consequence.

Corollary 2.3 Let P be any partition ofΩ2. Then there is a unique coherent
configurationP ∗ on Ω which is maximal with respect to being a refinement ofP .
Moreover,Aut(P ) = Aut(P ∗).

Proof The set of coherent configurations belowP is non-empty (since it contains
the discrete c.c.) and so has a supremum. The construction shows that any permu-
tation preservingP will preserveP ∗. The converse holds sinceP ∗ refinesP .
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The coherent configurationP ∗ can be computed efficiently fromP . First,
replacingP by P ∧P> if necessary (whereP> is the partition whose parts are the
converses of the parts ofP ), we can assume thatP = P>. Let P ′ be the partition
in which two ordered pairs(α1,β1) and(α2,β2) are in the same part whenever,
for any two partsX,Y of P , the numbers of pointsγ ∈ Ω for which (αi ,γ) ∈ X
and(γ,βi) ∈Y are equal fori = 1,2. Clearly, ifP = P>, thenP ′ = (P ′)>. Now
set P0 = P andPn+1 = P ′n for n≥ 0. There existsn such thatPn = Pn+1; set
P ∗ = Pn.This is the required coherent configuration.

This provides a useful reduction for the problem of finding the automorphism
group of a partition ofΩ2: we may assume that the partition is a coherent config-
uration. It also explains why coherent configurations provide difficult test cases
for this problem, since this reduction gives no extra information in this case. This
problem includes the problem of finding the automorphism group of a graph (con-
sider the partition ofΩ2 into the diagonal, the set of edges, and the set of non-
edges of the graph). This is the original context in which coherent configurations
arose in the work of Weisfeiler and Leman [34].

Coherent configurations were also used by the Soviet school for establishing
the maximality of certain subgroups of symmetric and alternating groups, using
the following principle:

Proposition 2.4 Let G be a2-closed permutation group onΩ. Suppose that no
coherent configuration lies strictly betweenK (G) and the trivial configuration on
Ω. Then any proper supergroup of G inSym(Ω) is doubly transitive.

For example, Kaluznin and Klin [25] verified the maximality in this sense of
K (G), whereG is the symmetric group of degreen in its action onm-sets, for
n sufficiently large in terms ofm, and thus showed the maximality ofG in the
symmetric or alternating group of degree

(n
m

)
.

Much more is known now about maximality, but the proofs typically use the
classification and subgroup structure of the finite almost-simple groups (see [26]).
As a result, many interesting questions on the maximality ofK (G) for various
groupsG remain unanswered! (See Faradževet al. [12] for an account of some of
the results that have been obtained.)

At about the same time, Kageyama [24] was considering the same question for
association schemes, motivated by the question of when the number of associate
classes in a partially balanced incomplete block design could be reduced.

We conclude this section with a curiosity. LetΛn denote the lattice of c.c.s on
a fixedn-set, say{0,1, . . . ,n−1}.
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Proposition 2.5 For any n, there is an embedding ofΛn as a down-set inΛn+1

preserving zero, join and meet.

Proof Let P be a c.c. on{0,1, . . . ,n−1}, with fibresF1, . . . ,Ft . We defineF(P )
to be the partition of{0, . . . ,n}2 consisting of the following sets of pairs: all the
parts ofP ; the sets{(x,n) : x∈ Fi} and their converses fori = 1, . . . , t; and the set
{(n,n)}. It is not difficult to show thatF(P ) is a c.c., and that every c.c. that has
{(n,n)} as one of its parts arises in this way. Moreover,F maps the discrete c.c.
to the discrete c.c. and preserves join and meet.

Note that the direct limit of these lattices and maps is the “lattice of all finite
coherent configurations”. (The direct limit contains no top element; this has to be
adjoined.)

3 AS-friendly and AS-free groups

In the remainder of this paper, we will be concerned with association schemes.
Although there is a coherent configurationK (G) associated with every permuta-
tion groupG (and this configuration is trivial if and only if the group is doubly
transitive), this is far from being the case for association schemes. Since any as-
sociation scheme is a homogeneous coherent configuration, I will consider only
transitive permutation groups in this section, which reports on work of Alejandro
et al. [1]. I have sketched some of the proofs, but refer to [1] for full details.

We begin with some definitions. LetG be a transitive permutation group on
the finite setΩ.

(a) We say thatG is AS-freeif the only G-invariant association scheme onΩ is
the trivial scheme.

(b) We say thatG is AS-friendlyif there is a unique minimalG-invariant associ-
ation scheme onΩ.

Of course, if we replaced “AS” by “CC” in the above definitions, then every group
would be CC-friendly, and the CC-free groups would be precisely the doubly
transitive groups.

Note that a 2-homogeneous groupG (one which is transitive on the 2-element
subsets ofΩ) is AS-free, since the symmetrisation ofK (G) is the trivial configu-
ration.
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It is difficult, both theoretically and computationally, to decide whether a tran-
sitive groupG of large rank is AS-friendly or AS-free: we have to merge the sym-
metrised orbitals in all possible ways and check whether an association scheme
is obtained. The following idea can be used to reduce the search forG-invariant
association schemes. Suppose that the permutation character ofG has the form
π = ∑eiχi , where theχi are distinct irreducible characters. Then the rank ofG
(the number of orbits onΩ2) is equal to∑e2

i , while the dimension of the largest
commutative semisimple subalgebra of BA(K (G)) is ∑ei . So, if some of the
multiplicitiesei are large, then a lot of merging is required.

3.1 Basic theory

We begin with an example of a group which is not AS-friendly. LetG be the
symmetric groupSn (for n≥ 5), acting on the setΩ of ordered pairs of distinct
elements from the set{1, . . . ,n}: we write the pair(i, j) as i j for brevity. The
coherent configurationK (G) consists of the following parts:

R1 = {(i j , i j ) : i 6= j},
R2 = {(i j , ji) : i 6= j},
R3 = {(i j , ik) : i, j,k distinct},
R4 = {(i j ,k j) : i, j,k distinct},
R5 = {(i j ,ki) : i, j,k distinct},
R6 = {(i j , jk) : i, j,k distinct},
R7 = {(i j ,kl) : i, j,k, l distinct}.

We haveR>5 = R6; all other relations are symmetric. The symmetrised partition
is not an association scheme, but we find three minimal association schemes as
follows:

• thepair scheme:{R1,R2,R3∪R4,R5∪R6,R7} (see [24, pp. 576–578]);

• two “divisible” schemes{R1,R3,R2∪R4∪R5∪R6∪R7} and{R1,R4,R2∪
R3∪R5∪R6∪R7}.

These are all incomparable, so there is not a unique minimal association scheme.
The next result shows how the concepts just defined are related to more famil-

iar concepts of permutation group theory.
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Theorem 3.1 The following implications hold between properties of a permuta-
tion group G:

2-transitive ⇒ 2-homogeneous⇒ AS-free ⇒ primitive
⇓ ⇓ ⇓ ⇓

gen. trans. ⇒ stratifiable ⇒ AS-friendly ⇒ transitive

None of these implications reverses, and no further implications hold.

Since the properties of a permutation groupG listed in the theorem depend
only on K (G), it suffices to consider 2-closed groups. Table2 gives the num-
bers of 2-closed groups of small degree which are respectively 2-transitive, 2-
homogeneous, AS-free, primitive, generously transitive, stratifiable, AS-friendly,
and transitive. Note that up to degree 30, every AS-free group is 2-homogeneous
and every AS-friendly group is stratifiable.

The smallest 2-closed primitive group which is not AS-friendly is PSL(2,11),
with degree 55. The smallest 2-closed primitive groups which are AS-friendly
but not stratifiable are PSL(2,13), with degrees 78 and 91. These groups are
numbers(55,1), (78,1), (91,1) and(91,3) in the list of primitive groups available
in GAP. The smallest examples of AS-free groups which are not stratifiable have
degree 234, and are isomorphic to PSL(3,3) and PSL(3,3) : 2, numbers(234,1)
and (234,2) in the list. (Further examples of such groups will be given later.)
2-homogeneous groups which are not generously transitive are well known (such
groups must have prime power degree congruent to 3 mod 4). I hope to make the
GAP code used for these tests available shortly.

The class of AS-friendly groups is also closed under taking supergroups, wreath
products, and primitive components:

Theorem 3.2 (a) If a group has an AS-friendly subgroup, then it is AS-friendly.

(b) The class of AS-friendly permutation groups is closed under wreath product
(with the imprimitive action).

(c) Let G be imprimitive; letΓ be a system of imprimitivity and∆ a block inΓ,
and let H be the permutation group induced on∆ by its setwise stabiliser
and K the group induced onΓ by G, so that G≤ H oK. If G is AS-friendly,
then so are H and K.

(d) The same assertions hold with “stratifiable” or “generously transitive” in
place of “AS-friendly”.
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n 2T 2H AΦ Pr GT St AF Tr
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2
4 1 1 1 1 3 4 4 4
5 1 1 1 3 2 3 3 3
6 1 1 1 1 4 7 7 8
7 1 2 2 4 2 4 4 4
8 1 1 1 1 10 20 20 21
9 1 1 1 2 6 12 12 12

10 1 1 1 2 8 11 11 13
11 1 2 2 4 2 4 4 4
12 1 1 1 1 21 47 47 59
13 1 1 1 6 4 6 6 6
14 1 1 1 1 8 14 14 16
15 1 1 1 2 10 23 23 24
16 1 1 1 4 56 171 171 206
17 1 1 1 5 4 5 5 5
18 1 1 1 1 32 71 71 93
19 1 2 2 6 3 6 6 6
20 1 1 1 1 41 73 73 95
21 1 1 1 3 11 29 29 32
22 1 1 1 1 8 14 14 16
23 1 2 2 4 2 4 4 4
24 1 1 1 1 136 454 454 669
25 1 1 1 9 20 32 32 32
26 1 1 1 1 14 20 20 24
27 1 2 2 5 38 112 112 122
28 1 1 1 4 47 103 103 124
29 1 1 1 6 4 6 6 6
30 1 1 1 1 73 166 166 228

Table 2: Small 2-closed permutation groups
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3.2 Regular groups

Groups whose regular representation is AS-friendly have been determined. In par-
ticular, the properties “AS-friendly” and “stratifiable” coincide for regular groups.

Following Bailey [3], a partitionP = {P1, . . . ,Ps} of a groupG is called a
blueprint if the partitionP = {R1, . . . ,Rs} of G×G given by

Ri = {(x,y) : xy−1 ∈ Pi}

is a coherent configuration onG. Note that this coherent configuration is invariant
under right translation byG. This condition is equivalent to the assertion that
the sums (in the group ringZG) of the classesP1, . . . ,Ps span aSchur ring: see
Wielandt [35].

The inverse partitionof a groupG is the partition whose parts are the sets
{g,g−1} for g∈G.

Theorem 3.3 For a finite group G, the following four conditions are equivalent:

(a) the regular action of G is AS-friendly;

(b) the regular action of G is stratifiable;

(c) the inverse partition of G is a blueprint;

(d) either G is abelian, or G∼= Q×A where Q is the quaternion group of order8
and A is an elementary abelian2-group.

Proof I will outline briefly the two non-trivial parts of the proof.
Clearly (c) implies (b) implies (a). To show that (a) implies (c), we proceed as

follows. LetP be the minimal blueprint onG; we must show thatP is the inverse
partition. So take an elementg∈G; we must show that(1,h) lies in the same class
as(1,g) if and only if h = g±1. Now the right cosets ofH = 〈g〉 form a system
of imprimitivity, and soG≤ H oSm, wherem= |G : H|. This group preserves the
association scheme obtained by “nesting” the cyclic scheme onH in the trivial
scheme onm points, so the unique minimalG-invariant scheme is contained in
this one. But in this scheme, we see that the result holds.

Also, the proof that (d) implies (b) uses relatively straightforward representa-
tion theory. Suppose that a group satisfies (c). It is easy to see that, given any
two elementsg,h ∈ G, eitherg andh commute, or each inverts the other. Thus
every subgroup ofG is normal, and the structure is determined by the theorem of
Dedekind (see [22], Satz 7.12 on p. 308) and a little more work.
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3.3 Primitive groups

We have seen that 2-homogeneous groups are AS-free. Are there any other tran-
sitive AS-free groups?

A permutation group is callednon-basicif there is a bijection betweenΩ and
Γ∆ (the set of functions from∆ to Γ) for some finite setsΓ and∆, which induces an
isomorphism fromG to a subgroup of Sym(Γ) oSym(∆) with the product action.
This concept arises in the O’Nan–Scott classification of primitive permutation
groups, see [10], p. 106. Of course, a group isbasicif it is not non-basic.

Theorem 3.4 Let G be a transitive AS-free group. Then G is primitive and basic,
and is2-homogeneous, diagonal or almost simple.

Proof An imprimitive permutation groupG preserves the “divisible” associa-
tion scheme whose parts are the diagonal, theG-congruence with the diagonal
removed, and the rest ofΩ×Ω, while a non-basic group preserves aHamming
scheme(see Delsarte [9]). By the O’Nan–Scott theorem, basic primitive groups
are affine, diagonal, or almost simple. An affine group has an abelian regular
normal subgroup and thus is stratifiable; so if such a group is AS-free, then it is
2-homogeneous.

Almost simple AS-free groups which are not 2-homogeneous do exist. This
can be seen from the paper of Faradževet al. [12]. These authors consider the fol-
lowing problem.Let G be a simple primitive permutation group of order at most
106 but notPSL(2,q). Describe the coherent configurations aboveK (G). Table
3.5.1 on p. 115 gives their results. In several cases, no non-trivial configuration
consists entirely of symmetric matrices: such groups are of course AS-free. The
smallest example is the group PSL(3,3), acting on the right cosets of PO(3,3) (a
subgroup isomorphic toS4), with degree 234; as we have seen, this is the smallest
AS-free group which is not 2-homogeneous. Other examples of AS-free groups in
this list areM12, degree 1320;J1, degree 1463, 1540 or 1596; andJ2, degree 1800.
The situation is not well understood!

The table also gives another example of a primitive group which is not AS-
friendly; this isM12, with degree 495.

No AS-free primitive diagonal group is known at present. It is known that the
socle of such a group must have at least four simple factors:
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• A primitive diagonal group whose socle has two factors is a group of weak
automorphisms of theconjugacy class configurationof a simple group (cor-
responding to the blueprint formed by the conjugacy classes), and indeed
K (G) is commutative for such groupsG (so they are stratifiable).

• A primitive diagonal group whose socle has three factors preserves aLatin
square schemebased on the Cayley table of the simple group. However, it
is not known whether such groups are AS-friendly.

Thus, the smallest possible degree of an AS-free diagonal group is 216 000.
In the next subsection I report on a more general investigation of diagonal

groups (not necessarily primitive).

3.4 Diagonal groups

Thediagonal group D(T,n), whereT is a group andn a positive integer, is defined
as the permutation group on the set

Ω = Tn = {[x1, . . . ,xn] : x1, . . . ,xn ∈ T}

generated by the following permutations:

(a) the groupTn acting by right translation, that is, the permutations

[x1, . . . ,xn] 7→ [x1t1, . . . ,xntn]

for t1, . . . , tn ∈ T;

(b) the automorphism group ofT, acting coordinatewise, that is,

[x1, . . . ,xn] 7→ [xα
1 , . . . ,x

α
n ]

for α ∈ Aut(T);

(c) the symmetric groupSn, acting by permuting the coordinates, that is,

π : [x1,x2, . . . ,xn] 7→ [x1π,x2π, . . . ,xnπ]

for π ∈ Sn;

(d) the permutation

τ : [x1,x2, . . . ,xn] 7→ [x−1
1 ,x−1

1 x2, . . . ,x
−1
1 xn].
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The groupD(T,n) is a “maximal diagonal group”; by Theorem3.2, if any
diagonal group having a normal subgroupTn+1 acting on the cosets of the diag-
onal is generously transitive, stratifiable, or AS-friendly, thenD(T,n) will have
this property. IfT is abelian, thenD(T,n) has an abelian regular normal sub-
group consisting of the permutations of type (a), and so is AS-friendly (and even
stratifiable). For non-abelian groupsT, it is not known whenD(T,n) can be AS-
friendly. However, the following result is known about generous transitivity and
stratifiability.

Theorem 3.5 Let T be a non-abelian finite group.

(a) If D(T,n) is stratifiable, then n≤ 8; and if D(T,n) is generously transitive,
then n≤ 7.

(b) The group D(T,7) is generously transitive if and only if T is the quaternion
group of order8.

Proof The groupD(T,n) is generously transitive if and only if everyn-tuple of
elements ofT can be inverted by a combination of transformations of types (b)–
(d). If T is non-abelian, it is shown that this is impossible for suitably chosen 8-
tuples, while for 7-tuples we find that any two non-commuting elements generate
Q8. The argument for stratifiability is similar but a bit more complicated.

The groupD(T,n) is primitive if and only ifT is characteristically simple, and
is AS-free only ifT is simple. It seems likely that the bounds in the theorem can
be improved for non-abelian simple groupsT.

Acknowledgment I am grateful to P. P. Alejandro, R. A. Bailey, A. Hanaki,
A. Hulpke, M. H. Klin, L. H. Soicher and E. Spence for helpful comments.
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